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Pablo Picasso experimenting with light drawing – from
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being | human

seeing | hearing | feeling

being | human

Transmedia Art Circus 2022
While our ancestors have been around for about six million
years, the modern form of humans only evolved about
200,000 years ago. Civilization as we know it is only about
6,000 years old
A circus of 20+ living artists from all over Europe, and
beyond. Different mediums and practices will observe and
examine humanity’s frame of mind, purpose, and reason
for being, in the 21st century.
An exhibition, a cultural celebration, an observation
through art, life, society, and hope, depicting a brighter
future arising from a darker past.

Sections of the exhibition
will be signposted.
NATURE
Human nature is a concept that denotes the fundamental
dispositions and characteristics—including ways of thinking,
feeling, and acting—that humans are said to have naturally.
The term is often used to denote the essence of humankind,
or what it ‘means’ to be human. This usage has proven to be
controversial in that there is dispute as to whether or not
such an essence actually exists.
POSTURE
noun; 1 the position in which someone holds their body
when standing or sitting: I got out of the car in an alert
posture | he took ballet lessons to improve his posture.
• Zoology a particular pose adopted by a bird or other
animal, interpreted as a signal of a specific pattern of
behaviour: the snake inverts itself into the mock-dead
posture. 2 a particular approach or attitude: trade unions
adopted a more militant posture in wage negotiations.
• a way of behaving that is intended to convey a false
4

impression; a pose: despite pulling back its missiles,
the government maintained a defiant posture for home
consumption.
verb; 1 [no object] behave in a way that is intended to
impress or mislead: a billionaire posturing as a hero of the
working class. [with object] adopt (a particular attitude) so
as to impress or mislead: the companies may posture regret,
but they have a vested interest in increasing Third World
sales. 2 [with object and adverbial] archaic place (someone)
in a particular attitude or pose: and still these two were
postured motionless.
WAYFINDING
Way-finding encompasses all of the ways in which people
(and animals) orient themselves in physical space and
navigate from place to place.

entity
self
social
contemplation
moments
activist
revelation
movements
circus
non-sense

Homage to Don Quixote’s
exhausted horse ‘Rocinante’
at the naturists beach Sant Pol
de Mar, on the Maresme
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An exhibition, a cultural celebration,
an observation through art, life, society,
and hope, depicting a brighter and
bolder future arising from a dark and
wrongful past.

posture
The body in posture is a section of the exhibit that
observes how posture can depict or suggest a mood,
a state of mind, or a state of being.
Images digitally produced by Greville Edwards
‘show and tell’ title of photomontage piece left
‘self compassion’ digitally manipulated photo below
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seeing | hearing | feeling

production & logistics
being human | art circus 2022

being | human will be a ‘travelling exhibit’ or ‘touring
exhibition’, an ‘art circus’ that will be presented with local
participation, at many capital venues and locations across
Europe over 5 years.
Temporary, nomadic exhibitions can bring together objects
curated from the places they show as well as the fixed central
collection, artworks that depict, challenge, or symbolise
the theme or topics, to reconstruct an original context such
as an artist’s observation and perspective - which give new
insights or a different way of understanding items in curated
collections.
The whole exhibition, with associated services, including
insurance, shipping, storage, conservation, mounting, set
up, etc., can be ‘loaned’ to one or more venues to lengthen
the life of the exhibition and to allow the widest possible
audiences - regionally, nationally or internationally - to
experience these objects and the stories they contain.
Such collaborations can add interest to galleries and
museums where displays of permanent collections
might change only occasionaly, and can provide fresh
interpretation,s or more complete storie,s and attract new
audiences. Also providing fresh ideas and breathing space
for organisations with exhibition spaces but no permanent
collections.
Many locations for the same exhibition can benefit the
organiser because it can then share a part of the production
costs among the venues. Museums and galleries frequently
use touring exhibitions as a cost-efficient way of boosting
promoting access to their own collections. For organisers
and their venues, touring exhibitions are important for
sharing ideas (for example, promoting techniques for
providing for visitors with visual impairments or producing
8

displays which examine current or topical issues) and
materials (especially objects that might not be seen in public
frequently or even shown together), as well as resources
(human as well as financial). Touring is a way of sharing with
like-minded institutions and of achieving economies of scale
which allow more ambitious projects to happen.
Travelling exhibitions are often supported by governmental
organizations to promote access to knowledge and materials
that might not be available locally. To acknowledge
the importance of travelling exhibitions, in 1983 the
International Council of Museums (ICOM) established the
International Committee for Exhibition Exchange (ICEE)
as a forum to discuss the different aspects of exhibition
development, circulation and exchange.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Travelling_exhibition

ELECTED PRODUCERS / ORGANISERS
AND ASSOCIATED RESOURCES
PAKI SMITH
PRODUCTION DESIGN
HTTP://PAKISMITH.COM/
HIGHLIGHTED PRODUCTIONS
32A
Paki Smith is a designer and artist working in the film,
commercial and theatre sectors. His credits include Man
About Dog, God’s Kitchen and 32A.

AWARDS

Homage to Don Quixote’s
exhausted horse ‘Rocinante’
at the naturists beach Sant Pol
de Mar, on the Maresme
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public space | personal space

mindful wander, wonder and purpose
MAS - The Mutual Appreciation Society
What will become of us. Our world is shaking but the the
skies and pathways are clear it has come the time when we
must take stock, reflect, observe, and engage with ourselves,
with humanity and with nature if we are to find deliverance
from the state of being that we have brought upon ourselves.

Human and animal brains are structured in a modular way,
with different areas processing different kinds of sensory
information. Some of these modules take the form of sensory
maps, mapping some aspect of the world across part of the
brain’s surface. These different modules are interconnected and
influence each other. For instance, taste is strongly influenced
by smell.[7]

Aspiration - the jobs created do not match the aspirations
of local residents: desire, hope, longing, yearning, hankering,
urge, wish; aim, ambition, expectation, inclination, objective,
goal, target, end, object, dream; informal yen, itch.
The Pursuit of Happiness
A note on being | happy and
Money Matters! ... maybe not?
The money or ‘financial credit’ we have access to as
individuals should relate directly to our day to day needs,
our lifestyle choices and the values in life that bring us
satisfaction and a feeling of fulfilment, this takes mindful
engineering, relevant thought and practice, and a better
attitude to money, and the and it’s place in our perception of
values, our priorities and our pursuit and understanding of
fulfilment, satisfaction, contentment and happiness.

abstract
conceptual
observational
perceptual
The perceptual systems of the brain enable individuals to see
the world around them as stable, even though the sensory
information is typically incomplete and rapidly varying.
10
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workshops | ideas | notes

being | human
Creative Workshops,
Artworks and Imagery Ideas
ArtWorks + Presentations
Social Engineering
Social Anarchy
_____________________
being | human
A Nomadic Transmedia Circus 2022
beinghuman.cat
Look Out!
A short run independent …zine in the realm/guise
of Rubbish FAMzine, MacGuffin, Apartamento, The
Gourmand, The Gentlewoman, and Brutus into mags.
Look Up section - reference and presentaion of works
Look In section - introspectives of artists and creatives and
their response to humanity and their place in society.
being | human YouTube Channel to start virtual catalogue
with aim to attract YouTube funding and advertising - (must
be proven by numbers of content views)
Pop-Up Creative Workshops to be set up on ‘find and
borrow’ out of town property or large spacious building
located in Dublin and Wicklow - 2 to 6 month arrangements
Possible Spaces
1. A proposal to Anna Stuart to set up on her land and in
Laragh Co. Wicklow - requires a proposal to Anna Stuart
and her daughter Laragh, while the land and house is for
sale the workshops and events could be used as a way of
promoting the house and land for sale ….
The total sq metre is approx 420 sq m of living spaces plus a
huge barn and pool house 250sqm main house and 3 other
12

buildings make up the rest…, requires a lot of maintenance.
House is Art and Crafts style with all custom made hardwood
doors etc, flagstone granite and cedar conservatory. Many
appealing details in gardens and house, there is a couple of
acres of land also, tree planted and deer fenced. Including stone
circular gardens, and walkways, etc.’
Proposal to Killian Schurmann to set up studio spaces in his
creationist warehouse in Dublin 6.
Gardens and Organic elements
_____________________

Whys and Why Nots
Why do we exist
What is the purpose of life itself
There are happenings beyond our consciousness,
beyond our understanding, that we must accept and respect
What should humanity be doing then within our
consciousness
to be part of that co-existence of living systems
We exist within our perception of timeframes
Impermanence, also known as the philosophical problem of
change, is a philosophical concept addressed in a variety of
religions and philosophies.
In Eastern philosophy it is notable for its role in the Buddhist
three marks of existence. It is also an element of Hinduism. In
Western philosophy it is most famously known through its first
appearance in Greek philosophy in the writings of Heraclitus
and in his doctrine of panta rhei (everything flows). In
Western philosophy the concept is also referred to as becoming.
___________________
Life is for giving not taking
Living is complimentary not competitive
13
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t-cell

Motivational cards, banbanas and t-shirts
using appropriate adages and patterned icons
What doesn’t kill you makes you stronger
The bigger they are the harder they fall
___________________

I am - life is - here for you not against you - and all
Personal Space and the psychology of being
The difference between thought and intelligence
We and I are becoming hyper alert - hyper sensitive brought on by hyper activity, we call it stress response
affecting mind, body and senses
_____________________
Introductory period prior to and
1st section/room of the exhibition
March 2022 | Being Human Catalogue from GrevED book
layout - to interactive PDF for publishing on Issu or Direct
Editions asap.

being | human - curating concepts and notes
reason for being, belief systems, perception of purpose,
value systems and impermanence in experience.
Revelatinos ...

curation of images | animations | projections
1. Introductory Selection - Room One
2. Sound Box | GME - a big white cube entered by a full
height opening with long colour striped curtain (possibly
hanging chains or recycled plastic strips or cable)
Inside are lights symmetrically mounted on the ceiling and two
walls with reflectors on opposite surfaces - angles or straight
- these are controlled by a program that simulates repeated
movement and speed. The sounds are mood and sense of place
enhancers ‘highlighting’ the relationships between natural and
manmade sounds. An interactive experience that depends
on the behaviour of the 5 occupants of the box at any one
14

time. (Limit of 5 occupants for 50 seconds - big white light
countdown will project onto floor)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theatrical_smoke_and_fog
3. Nomad | Photography - curated photography wall suggested contributors; Perry Ogden, Cathy Loughran,
Frankie Malone, Greville Edwards, Laia Comas, Huw
Thomas, ….
5. EUREKA! - Alternatives, inventions, solutions or
discoveries where science, technology and nature meet
to provide alternatives to humanity’s ongoing needs,
aspirations, pursuits and desires.
Spacial Artwork One | GME
White wall - large paint strokes in pale colour greys strong elemental forms and shapes (possible free standing
or hanging on small hooks or ties) - forms ‘connected’ by
black cable with loops and twists and curves which ’spill out
into the space in front of the work and pour down and out
to floor and any higher structure that exists in the space.
An abstract of the neuro-synapse and neurotransmitters
between the brain and the nervous system - the composition
should relate to and depict external emotion

2. Colourways and branding
Colour
Citrus Cream / Pastle Blue Greens backgrounds
Blue Greens in deeper dusty pastels for wayfinding and
sinage
Coloured blacks for texts on panels, titles,
credits and print materials
3. Circus Nature
Presentation
Living Movements
Moments
Non-sense

Lists
People /Artists

Robust flora and fauna arrangement below a small black
sphere against a gradient background - a sequence fading
into each static image Young Rachel and Lauren cutouts and against dream-like
scenes
Strange Streets - extreme perspective streets, roads, lanes and
passageways populated with odd arrangements of buildings
and facades with people, birds and and animals - herons,
cormorants, seagulls, monkeys, big dogs, etc, etc
___________________

https://www.independent.ie/life/perry-ogdenshares-thestories-behind-some-of-his-most-iconic-images-40493626.
html

Synapse, also called neuronal junction, the site of transmission
of electric nerve impulses between two nerve cells (neurons)
or between a neuron and a gland or muscle cell (effector). A
synaptic connection between a neuron and a muscle cell is
called a neuromuscular junction.
Artwork Two | GME
‘Who do you think you are ‘ is the text in the painting of girl
looking down into wave of contaminated seawater - plastics,
disposable masks, drinking bottles and cups, colourful
plastic toys, lighters, flip flops, swimming goggles, etc
Another line to illustrate is
Learn to love your fear first then enjoy the fear of your love
...
Dancing Girl - title in painting - ‘WAIT LESS’

Sun and moon risings and settings I n consecutive strips with the sun or moon in the curving pattern - or in same
position - if moving the strips can be off angle
Try one in photoshop animation - interchanging layers
that overlap at vertical angles = an approach that could be
repeated either still or animated
15
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As for influencial content,
that’s about the size of it

HUW THOMAS – PHOTOGRAPHER

LAIA COMAS – MONTAGE · DESIGN THINKING

Huw Thomas is a seasoned photographer with a wealth of
experience and many accolades. He has worked in several
areas of his field from fashion through architectural,
marketing, arts, theatre and film.

Laia has acquired a visual language that combines visual and
conceptual creativity with skillful technique and process.
She understands that art and design follow different paths
but at the same time connect and complement each other
to carry out and provide the necessary and appropriate
fulfilment of each project she approaches.

Here he shows some experimental work using low light
photography bringing rural landscape and domestic scenes
into natural, quiet and pensive observation.

CONNOR REGAN – PAINTING - PRINT MAKING DRAWING - PHOTOGRAPHY
Perry
perryogden.com

Laia uses her combined skills in visual arts, photography,
video editing, graphic design, and web knowledge as the
tools to translate her original designs and innovative creative
ideas and solutions.
laiacomas.com
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As for influencial content,
that’s about the size of it

LAIA COMAS – MONTAGE · DESIGN THINKING

LAIA COMAS – MONTAGE · DESIGN THINKING

Laia has acquired a visual language that combines visual and
conceptual creativity with skillful technique and process.
She understands that art and design follow different paths
but at the same time connect and complement each other
to carry out and provide the necessary and appropriate
fulfilment of each project she approaches.

Laia has acquired a visual language that combines visual and
conceptual creativity with skillful technique and process.
She understands that art and design follow different paths
but at the same time connect and complement each other
to carry out and provide the necessary and appropriate
fulfilment of each project she approaches.

Laia uses her combined skills in visual arts, photography,
video editing, graphic design, and web knowledge as the
tools to translate her original designs and innovative creative
ideas and solutions.

Laia uses her combined skills in visual arts, photography,
video editing, graphic design, and web knowledge as the
tools to translate her original designs and innovative creative
ideas and solutions.

laiacomas.com

laiacomas.com
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SOPHIE-MAYANNE – PHOTOGRAPHY
SOPHIE-MAYANNE – PHOTOGRAPHY
SOPHIE-MAYANNE – PHOTOGRAPHY
SOPHIE-MAYANNE – PHOTOGRAPHY

“The Behind the Scars started out as an editorial for Petrie
Inventory in August 2016. It was more geared as a fashion
editorial and styled accordingly, as was the next shoot, for
Boys by Girls. I started working on it as a personal project
in April this year with a slightly different approach – more
natural, more real.”
Through the series, Mayanne celebrates the parts of
us that are often unappreciated, as they go against what is
deemed ‘conventional beauty’. Scars, as Mayanne points
20

As for influencial content,
that’s about the size of it

out, are an important part of our history; they add to our
character and set us apart from one another. Scars map out
specific landmarks in our personal history, be them good,
bad, funny or sad.
Laia has acquired a visual language that combines visual
and conceptual creativity with skillful technique and process.
She understands that art and design follow different
paths but at the same time connect and complement each
other to carry out and provide the necessary and appropriate
fulfilment of each project she approaches.
Laia uses her combined skills in visual arts, photography,
video editing, graphic design, and web knowledge as the
tools to translate her original designs and innovative creative
ideas and solutions.
laiacomas.com

Laia has acquired a visual language that combines visual and
conceptual creativity with skillful technique and process.
She understands that art and design follow different
paths but at the same time connect and complement each
other to carry out and provide the necessary and appropriate
fulfilment of each project she approaches.
Laia has acquired a visual language that combines visual
and conceptual creativity with skillful technique and process.
She understands that art and design follow different
paths but at the same time connect and complement each
other to carry out and provide the necessary and appropriate
fulfilment of each project she approaches.
Laia uses her combined skills in visual arts, photography,
video editing, graphic design, and web knowledge as the
tools to translate her original designs and innovative creative
ideas and solutions.
laiacomas.com Laia has acquired a visual language that

combines visual and conceptual creativity with skillful
technique and process.
She understands that art and design follow different
paths but at the same time connect and complement each
other to carry out and provide the necessary and appro
laiacomas.com Laia has acquired a visual language that
combines visual and conceptual creativity with skillful
technique and process.
She understands that art and design follow different
paths but at the same time connect and complement each
other to carry out and provide the necessary and appropriate
fulfilment of each project she approaches.
Laia uses her combined skills in visual arts, photography,
video editing, graphic design, and web knowledge as the
tools to translate her original designs and innovative creative
ideas and solutions.
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editorial

art circus

The simple beauty in man’s deteriorated
fancy sparks a fascinating sense of wonder

So, the being human project is evolving (in one’s mind at
least) as a ‘hub’ and ‘vehicle’ for creative thought and vision.
Using design and creative practises to ‘make’ influential
content - whatever the destination may be - exhibition,
publication, projection, social media, experimental media,
sound (spoken word, song, experience, etc)…
There are 4 websites initially collecting ideas based on
the creative intent of a creative community; artsclub.cat,
makebcn.eu, eikon.cat, sparkymag.com, and which can
affilliate with similiar projects in provinces around Europe,
these entities are already collecting artists, designers and
creative product that is relevant to the ‘mother project’.
That’s what they were ‘designed’ to do - not to chase money,
or build disinterested audience, or to have any specific,
definable purpose in commerce or social influence.
As two appropriate starter projects, the purpose of which is
to propose and pitch the ARCHIVE - which needs building
(initially collecting creative content from our creative
associates, friends, extended families and colleagues, etc)
into Google Drive folders or Google Photos albums for
controlled access.
The first suggestion is to design a catalogue, in the form
of a book (online and printed first edition to align with
an exhibition in 2022) - together with an independently
published, experimental, periodical (a limited edition art
magazine published as summer/winter editions) to begin
promoting the archive and it’s contributors under it’s various
guises.
So whats on the table already and where would the financial
support come from? There are answers to those questions we all have projects and alternatives on the go now that can
add to this ARCHIVE.
From the ARCHIVE come the PROJECTS, and from the
project admin, coordination and production come the suite
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of ‘influential destinations’.
The experimental ‘magazine’ format would be the proposal
vehical distributed to both incoming creatives AND the
potential support sources needed to carry the projects
through - cultural institutions, arts funding organisations,
ethical businesses (sustainable energy companies, ethical
banking, etc, etc)
Yesterday for example, I opted out of collaborating on an art
book, its subject being The Garden of Earthly Delights by
Heronimus Bosch, but had started layout and formatting of
the authors words and ideas.
And the problem arose of what to do with the work that had
already been achieved, now this can be the beginnings of the
CATALOGUE.
As for people like you and me - we want to ‘make’ things and
find purpose in doing so - and be happy and occupied as we
produce. Collaborating when appropriate on a project by
project basis.
Examples that we might try: A series of photo collages
or montages with a relevant theme or story, a collection
of songs and/or tunes that guide self care, realisation or
awareness, or even compliment the themes or story being
attended to visually.
Drafting ideas here only wanting to spark an interest, and
maybe identify and inspire some personal projects that may
add to the ARCHIVE.
Here’s what’s happening in close proximity that relates to the
above - it’s a matter of bringing it all to gather and ‘pushing’
it out in a variety of modern media formats.
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HUW THOMAS
PHOTOGRAHER

Huw Thomas is a seasoned photographer with a wealth of
experience and many accolades. He has worked in several
areas of his field from fashion through architectural,
marketing, arts, theatre and film photograhy.
Here he shows some recent and experimental work using
low light photography bringing rural landscape and
domestic scenes into natural, quiet and pensive observation.
As a professional photographer Huw has worked amongst
the greats like Perry Ogden and .... , he has realised and
satisfied many stylists and art directors ideas and concepts.
His purist attitude to photography has always been his
guide when dealing with new photographic mediums like
digital capture and processing and editing on computer or
tablet; iPad, portable laptop The moving image has always
intrigued him and he has worked as a location scout and
stills photographer.
As a professional photographer Huw has worked amongst
the greats like Perry Ogden and .... , he has realised and
satisfied many stylists and art directors ideas and concepts.
His purist attitude to photography has always been his
guide when dealing with new photographic mediums like
digital capture and processing and editing on computer or
tablet; iPad, portable laptop The moving image has always
intrigued him and he has worked as a location scout and
stills photographer.
As a professional photographer Huw has worked amongst
the greats like Perry Ogden and .... , he has realised and
satisfied many stylists and art directors ideas and concepts.
His purist attitude to photography has always been his
guide when dealing with new photographic mediums like
digital capture and processing and editing on computer or
24

Table - Huw Thomas

Barn - Huw Thomas
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tablet; iPad, portable laptop The moving image has always
intrigued him and he has worked as a location scout and
stills photographer. As a professional photographer Huw has
worked amongst the greats like Perry Ogden and .... , he has
realised and satisfied many stylists and art directors ideas
and concepts.
His purist attitude to photography has always been his
guide when dealing with new photographic mediums like
digital capture and processing and editing on computer or
tablet; iPad, portable laptop The moving image has always
intrigued him and he has worked as a location scout and
stills photographer. As a professional photographer Huw has
worked amongst the greats like Perry Ogden and .... , he has
realised and satisfied many stylists and art directors ideas
and concepts.
His purist attitude to photography has always been his
guide when dealing with new photographic mediums like
digital capture and processing and editing on computer or
tablet; iPad, portable laptop The moving image has always
intrigued him and he has worked as a location scout and
stills photographer. As a professional photographer Huw has
worked amongst the greats like Perry Ogden and .... , he has
realised and satisfied many stylists and art directors ideas
and concepts.
His purist attitude to photography has always been his
guide when dealing with new photographic mediums like
digital capture and processing and editing on computer or
tablet; iPad, portable laptop The moving image has always
intrigued him and he has worked as a location scout and
stills photographer. As a professional photographer Huw has
worked amongst the greats like Perry Ogden and .... , he has
realised and satisfied many stylists and art directors ideas
and concepts.
His purist attitude to photography has always been his
guide when dealing with new photographic mediums like
digital capture and processing and editing on computer or
tablet; iPad, portable laptop The moving image has always
intrigued him and he has worked as a location scout and
stills photographer.
26

Antonio - Huw Thomas

Island - Huw Thomas
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BANKSY

STREET AND GRAFFITI ARTIST
This article is from https://www.streetartbio.com
- the world’s leading resource for street art culture
Arguably the most controversial street artist in the world,
Banksy’s works have become a subculture in their own right.
Banksy’s political statements and disruptive vision have
impacted cities across the globe at vital moments in modern
history, provoking alternative viewpoints and encouraging
revolution in the art world. His identity remains unknown,
even after more than 30 years of involvement in the global
graffiti scene. He has worked in many street art mediums
and in many styles, breaking down the boundaries and
expectations of street art critics. His work includes powerful,
often controversial images, encouraging the rapid spread
of his name and work across the internet. Today, his iconic
works have been re-shared and repurposed beyond measure.
BANKSY’S EARLY DAYS IN GRAFFITI ART
Banksy began his graffiti career by admiring the works of
Blek Le Rat. He often recycled the artist’s old ideas, moulding
his own distinctive voice and style as he went.
Initially, he was part of a graffiti crew in Bristol by the name
of DryBreadZ Crew or DBZ. Soon after, he began to partner
with Inkie, another notable graffiti street artist.
At the age of 18, Banksy was nearly caught vandalizing
public spaces by police. As his crew fled from the scene,
Banksy was stuck hiding beneath a dustbin van. Banksy
noticed stencil letters sprayed onto the truck, and, as he had
been looking for a faster way to paint at the time, he decided
stencilling would be his new graffiti style.
Banksy’s works often take the form of multi-layered stencils
combined with other media sources. He sometimes includes
objects that already exist on his chosen ‘canvas,’ such as street
28

signs and fire hydrants, to turn his work into striking street
art installations. His artwork is often satirical, combining
dark humour with messages about art, philosophy, and
politics.
By the early 2000s, Banksy had relocated from Bristol to
London, where he began to gain notoriety; but, at the same
time, his international work was taking off. He soon decided
to travel to Palestine and the West Bank, where he stencilled
nine now-iconic images onto the newly-erected West Bank
Wall, including ‘Love is in the Air.’ These images were an
instant hit and exploded online.
At this time, Banksy’s silkscreen prints and stencil paintings
were racking up record-breaking sales in storied art auctions
such as Sotheby’s and Bonhams of London. These successful
sales marked Banksy’s dramatic entry into the commercial
art world. In 2010, Banksy assumed the role of author and
filmmaker for his film ‘Exit Through the Gift Shop.’
Who is Banksy?
Very little is known about Banksy himself, as he refuses to be
interviewed and carefully maintains his anonymity. A worldrenowned mystery man, Banksy has risen through the ranks
to become one of the world’s greatest street artists partly by
cultivating in his collectors an urgency and desire to unveil
his character. Street art fanatics are consistently impressed by
the far-reaching scope, variety, and bravery of every artwork
he delivers, but are always left wanting more. This tactic
encourages viewers to explore a completely new perspective
or idea, often inspiring both amateur and professional artists.
This inspiration is also known as the “Banksy Effect.”
A number of claims have been made over Banksy’s identity,
fuelling media interest. Most recently, many sources,
including an entire newspaper publication, suggested he was
a Bristol native by the name of Robin Gunninham. Though
the prospect of uncovering Banksy’s identity would allow for
a greater understanding of his motives and mission, no claim
29
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BANKSY – NO!

The visual pun on random public view
is a great way to shake things up

BANKSY – TOOTING

BANKSY – PALESTINE

had ever been confirmed. His identity has reputedly even
been concealed from his family.
Banksy artwork

park Dismaland in the seaside resort of Weston-super-Mare.
Prepared entirely in secret, the project unveiled 10 new
works by Banksy as well as works from 58 other artists.

2019, Banksy unveiled ‘Venice in Oil,’ a series of nine oil
paintings which, when placed together, depict a large cruise
ship.

In October 2013, Banksy undertook a month-long residency
in New York entitled ‘Better Out Than In.’ During this time,
he unveiled a new piece of work every day. On Day 13, the
artist disguised himself as a typical street vendor and set
up a stand in Central Park, where he sold black-and-white
original paintings for $60. Only eight pieces of art were sold.

Banksy went on to participate in the designing of the Walled
Off Hotel in Bethlehem in 2017, opposite the Israeli West
Bank Barrier. With nine rooms designed by Banksy himself,
guests could literally sleep inside a work of art. Originally
intended as a temporary and provocative piece of installation
art, the Walled Off Hotel rapidly became a top tourist
attraction. Alongside the spot on which Jesus was reputedly
born, a traditional pilgrimage site, the controversial 700 kmlong wall is now a surprising tourist site.

In October 2018, a painting by the anonymous street artist
sold at Sotheby’s auction house in London for £1.04 million.
Shortly after the hammer came down, the print of Banksy’s
2006 ‘Girl with Balloon’ began to pass through a shredder
installed in the frame, destroying half of it. “It appears we
just got Banksy-ed,” reported Alex Branczik, Sotheby’s Senior
Director and Head of Contemporary Art in Europe.

The following day, Banksy authenticated those eight canvases
on his website, alongside the message: “Yesterday I set up
a stall in the park selling 100% authentic original signed
Banksy canvases. For $60 each”. A year after, ‘Winnie the
Pooh’, purchased during Banksy’s New York residency, sold
for £56,250 on July 2nd 2014 at Bonhams in London.
In the summer of 2015, Banksy opened the dystopian theme
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Banksy’s relationship with tourism is a complex one; while
he often stimulates it, he also regularly denounces it because
of its negative effects. To criticise the mass tourism that is
endangering the Italian city of Venice at the Biennale in

The piece was a famous Banksy print known as ‘Girl with
Balloon’ created back in 2006. Banksy’s balloon girl, which
was voted UK’s best-loved work of art in 2017, became the
first instance of a self-destructing painting. Banksy posted
a video to his Instagram account to confirm the move was
intentional and demonstrate how he built a shredding device

BANKSY – MAYBE

into the large golden frame. The work was then given a new
title: “Love is in the Bin“. One less than savvy Banksy owner
actually shredded their own Banksy print in the hope the
stunt would add value to their investment, but was very
disappointed.
In October 2019, another Banksy artwork took the country
by storm. Amidst the political controversy at the time,
Banksy released ‘Devolved Parliament;’ a painting that
depicts the House of Commons overtaken by apes. It sold at
Sotheby’s for an astonishing £9.9 million, making it the most
expensive Banksy painting sold up to this date. In typical
Banksy fashion, he responded to the sale on Instagram with
a line from Robert Hughes: “But the price of a work of art is
now part of its function, its new job is to sit on the wall and
get more expensive.”
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BANKSY – ALL IN THE SAME BOAT

In a move that was characteristically charitable, Banksy
donated a series of three paintings to auction in 2020,
entitled ‘Mediterranean Sea View’, to raise money for a
hospital in Bethlehem. The oil paintings were in a detailed,
traditional style that had grown more prominent in Banksy’s
work around this time. Of course, the stunning landscapes
came with a Banksy twist: life jackets washed up on the
shore, intended to highlight the growing European migrant
crisis.
Banksy’s ability to consistently break and challenge his own
records continued to amaze the art market when, in October
2020, Banksy’s reinterpretation of Monet’s famous waterlilies,
entitled ‘Show Me The Monet’ sold at auction for £7.5
million. This made it the second most expensive of his works
to sell at auction. The piece was part of a series of remixed
masterpieces and commented on the threat that society’s
wasteful consumerism poses to the natural world.
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BANKSY – SEASON’S GREETINGS

In response to the global Coronavirus pandemic in 2020,
Banksy hung a brand-new black and white artwork,
depicting a young boy playing with a ‘superhero’ NHS nurse
doll, in the foyer of Southampton General Hospital.

Banksy Links:
https://www.banksy.co.uk/
https://www.instagram.com/banksy/

He released a statement thanking the NHS for their work
and hoping that the painting brightened up the hospital.
The piece was later titled ‘Game Changer.’ On the one-year
anniversary of the UK entering into lockdown, ‘Game
Changer’ sold at auction for £16.8 million, with all proceeds
donated to the NHS. This price far exceeded all expectations
and firmly secured this piece as the most expensive Banksy
ever sold.
Banksy’s artistic endeavours continue to take him around
the world. Artworks have cropped up in Australia, France,
Italy, the United States, Canada, Jamaica, and Israel, and are
instantly protected and revered.
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CATHY LOUGHRAN
PHOTOGRAHER

Awards & Honours:
- Winner of the ‘Young British Photographer of the Year’
(The Guild of British Picture Editors)
- Winner of the Tom Hopkinson Bursary
- World Press Master Class (I was one of 10 young
photographers in the world chosen to participate)
Cathy’s work has been published in many international
periodicals:
- The New York Times
- The Independent (London)
- The Observer (London)
- The Miami Herald (U.S.A.)
- Liberation (France)
- El Periodico (Catalunya),
- The Sunday Tribune (Dublin)
- The Irish Times (Dublin)
Publications
-10 Women For The Freedom Of Press (Reporter Onze
Grenzon)
-The World Press Master Class

Saoirse, Fionn and Gran - Cathy Loughran

cathy@cathyloughran.com
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Ladies - Cathy Loughran
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cathy@cathyloughran.com
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Neighbours - Cathy Loughran
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SOPHIE MAYANNE
PHOTOGRAHER

We have all had that moment, the moment you look in the
mirror and feel a sense of dissatisfaction with what you
see, or when you find yourself comparing your legs and
stomach to that swimwear model who just popped up on
your Instagram feed. Imagine the psychological implications
this has on us and what it does for our self-esteem. On top
of shooting fashion editorials for the likes of Boys by Girls
and i-D magazine, Sophie Mayanne has spent the last year
working on the photographic project ‘Behind the Scars’.
This project acknowledges the damaging flaw mainstream
media has on our sense of body image. Mayanne kindly took
the time to speak to Jungle about the series, during which
she explained it’s natural progression and how it came to
fruition;
“The Behind the Scars started out as an editorial for Petrie
Inventory in August 2016. It was more geared as a fashion
editorial and styled accordingly, as was the next shoot, for
Boys by Girls. I started working on it as a personal project
in April this year with a slightly different approach – more
natural, more real.”
Through the series, Mayanne celebrates the parts of us that
are often unappreciated, as they go against what is deemed
‘conventional beauty’. Scars, as Mayanne points out, are an
important part of our history; they add to our character
and set us apart from one another. Scars map out specific
landmarks in our personal history, be them good, bad, funny
or sad;
“I’ve always been fascinated by what makes us different from
each other, especially the really unusual things. My interest
in scars stemmed from this. Every scar has a story, a history,
behind it. For me, the understanding of where the scar came
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from and the story of how it was formed is just as important
as the image itself.”
‘Behind the Scars’ presents a visual documentation of each
of her subjects journeys, allowing them a space to discuss
their scars; how they got them and how they make them feel
with regards to body image and confidence. For many, this
series has given the individuals an opportunity to face their
‘imperfections’ and observe them in a different light; “Scars
is a celebration of beauty, of its flaws, of battles won and
obstacles overcome. It is an honest and raw depiction of our
history shown through our scars; they do not define us but
compel us.”
Ashleigh’s story of overcoming her battles with self-harm
is exemplary of the strength each individual in the series
signifies through their participation in the project:
“I’ve struggled with self-harm since I was 8. For as long as
I can remember, my emotions have been very intense, this
is one of the ways I learnt to cope. I have been stuck with
wearing long sleeves regardless of weather. The appearance
of my arms is one of my biggest secrets. Learning to embrace
my scars and accept them as part of me is a major step. I also
feel that hiding them away perpetuates the feeling of guilt/
shame.”
Likewise, Isabella’s story perpetuates messages of the
strength one must have to embrace self-love when the
body is faced with life changing visual implications. In the
summer of 2015, Isabella was in a house fire, “my clothes and
way of life up in flames. I spent my summer in a burns unit
on the Fulham Road. My scars and scar tissue continue to
change, but I have never felt more beautiful.”
Mayanne’s images focus solely on her subjects; she often uses
neutral and soft colours or black and white photographs to
invite the viewer to each subject. Every image is raw and
honest as it depicts the realities one faces when the body
is either intentionally or unintentionally adjusted. This is
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SOPHIE MAYANNE – ZACH AND RIO

As for content, that’s about the size of it

SOPHIE MAYANNE – GEORGE-HARD

SOPHIE MAYANNE – NATASHA

SOPHIE MAYANNE –HEBE

especially true in an age where there is such social pressure
to conform to the ‘norm’. ‘Behind the Scars’ promotes selflove. It is promising to see photographers such as Mayanne
embracing the complexity of beauty and advocating the idea
that it is subjective, rather than objective;
“The more we are told what beauty is, the more we need
to learn to accept that there are differences in beauty and
everybody is unique and beautiful in their own way. Beauty
is not definable. It’s more complex than that, more personal.
No two opinions are ever the same.”
See more of Mayanne’s work here.
https://sophie-mayanne.com
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LAIA COMAS

MONTAGE · DESIGN THINKING
Laia has acquired a visual language that combines visual and
conceptual creativity with skillful technique and process.
She understands that art and design follow different paths
but at the same time connect and complement each other
to carry out and provide the necessary and appropriate
fulfilment of each project she approaches.
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Laia uses her combined skills in visual arts, photography,
video editing, graphic design, and web knowledge as the
tools to translate her original designs and innovative creative
ideas and solutions.
laiacomas.com
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PERRY OGDEN

PHOTOGRAPHER / FILM MAKER

Perry Ogden shares the stories behind
some of his most iconic images
From Helena Christensen in a Connemara bog to the
Smithfield Pony Kids, the acclaimed photographer’s
mesmerising photos capture the spirit of Ireland and now a
new documentary reveals his life behind the lens.

by Bairbre Power

With thanks to The Irish Independent published June 05 2021

Standing on a bog road in Connemara with the Twelve
Bens spread out behind him like a panoramic Paul Henry
painting, Perry Ogden moves slowly with intent, his two
cameras nestled in his hands and around his neck.
The image of the photographer pursuing his passion,
finding beauty in unexpected places, provides a striking
opening scene for Ciara Nic Chormaic’s film about Perry,
who was born in Shropshire, grew up in London and now
lives in Dublin.
The cinematic journey explores his work where art,
fashion and street culture come together in timeless images.
Perry’s photographs have appeared in all the top glossy
magazines, including Italian Vogue, L’Uomo Vogue, British
Vogue, W, The Face and Arena. His films have received
awards around the world and he has shot advertising
campaigns for Ralph Lauren, Chloé and Calvin Klein.
As a schoolboy at Eton, the young Ogden was tenacious
enough to request to interview and photograph artist Andy
Warhol, photographer David Bailey and the legendary Diana
Vreeland, former editor-in-chief at Vogue, for his school
magazine, Lipstick.
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It is just one of the many aspects of an enthralling career
covered in Skin+Soul, which is available to rent on the Irish
Film Institute (IFI) home site. There are cinematic memories
of supermodel Helena Christensen after she flew in by
helicopter for the day to shoot in Connemara in 1992 for Elle
magazine. The shoot was inspired by the Courtney circus
and featured two of Perry’s actor friends, Sean Lawlor and
Ronan Wilmot, who played travelling circus people.
“You know when you have a model like that, and they
buy into what you’re doing, they can just give you so much
more,” says Perry.
The 59-minute film moves nimbly around his work over
four decades, the click of his camera dissecting the dialogue,
and original music by John Daly. Photography enthusiasts
will eat up all the minutiae, the shots of his Dublin studio,
the boxed curation of a lifetime of prints, negatives and
contact sheets.

Sign Up
And then there’s the moment Perry pauses to unwrap a roll
of film at a shoot. How many photographers would love to
be in his shoes?
“I miss film, I hate digital,” Perry tells me. While he still
gets to use film on some projects, he doesn’t get time to do
as much processing and printing these days. And besides, he
works with expert printers, like Brian Dowling, who features
in the film.
“I miss grain, I miss the quality of grain,” Perry says as he
talks about how, when he heard that the model Nick Kamen
had died last month, he looked up the images he had taken
of him.
“When I took out the box of images that I had printed
myself in the darkroom I had in my loft in New York, I just
looked at the prints and went, ‘Oh, that’s amazing grain.’
“You can put grain on a digital picture, but you are just
putting a layer on top of something, and grain in film
interacts differently with highlights, shadow and everything
in between.”
Perry Ogden’s daughter Violet
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Francis Bacon’s studio
pictured by Perry Ogden

Helena Christensen
in Connemara for Elle magazine
His first camera was a Russian Zenit which he upgraded
to an Olympus OM-1. “I think it was because of the David
Bailey advert, and the then Mrs David Bailey (Marie Helvin)
advert,” he laughs. For the amateur photography anoraks
reading this, Perry lists the Pentax 67 as his favourite camera.
“I started out being fascinated by people, and faces, and what
people did, and how they lived their lives,” Perry explains in
the film.
At 60, the slightly built man, with a fondness for wearing
tweed caps backwards, speaks eloquently in a calm voice
with a modulation, diction and timing a podcaster would
envy. Hardly the accent of a Londoner or a posh Eton boy,
but one softened by decades living in Ireland.
“I first came to Ireland in 1985 to do a recce for a
menswear company. I was staying at Leixlip Castle and that’s
where I met Marina Guinness, Desmond’s daughter, who
really became my guide to all things Irish,” Perry explains.
Trinity House, a detention centre for young offenders in
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Lusk, was an unusual venue for his first date with Marina.
“I was trying to see some of the kids who had been
joyriding in Lusk in Dublin, where they were held. They let
me in on a night when there was a boxing match with a local
club, and Marina came with me,” said Perry.
The couple had a daughter, Violet, together in 1987
and the young Violet features in her dad’s photograph of
her holding a doll in an old plantation house in Natchez,
Mississippi, in 1997. The creative genes have been passed on
and Violet is a talented fashion designer in Dublin.
Perry is married to documentary director Niamh
Sammon. They live in Dublin and have twin daughters,
Grace and Isabella, photographed playing with Perry’s
granddaughter, Violet’s daughter, Nancy.
It was fate indeed that Perry should end up in Ireland,
given that he has so many family ties here, dating back to the
1700s and to Kilternan in County Dublin, where his Quaker
forebears, the Moss family, had a mill.

“I think because my mother died when I was 11, I slightly
lost track of the Irish connection,” Perry explains.
His latest film project was inspired by the photographs of
his mother’s maternal grandfather, Cecil Moss, which led to
discovering that Thomas Keenan, his great-great-grandfather
on his mother’s father’s side, was recruited in Ireland into the
East India Company Army.
“The working title of the film, From Ballybrack to
Bangalore, is about the Irish in India, as seen through his
photographs.”
He adds: “I think if I hadn’t come to Ireland in 1985, I
might have remained in New York and become much more
of a commercial photographer, but I think by coming, it sort
of took me in a direction I wanted to go in. It opened up all
these doors to me.”
The Anglo-Irish story and the big house were new to Perry
when he arrived here from New York.
“One of the first fashion stories I did in Ireland
wasElson
with
Karen
Hamish Bowles for Harper’s & Queen. It was
the
for based
Italianon
Vogue
Molly Keane book, Two Days in Aragon. We based the
photos loosely on the story and it was a great way to do a
fashion shoot because I’ve always loved having a little bit of
narrative to hook on to.”
Respected internationally for his body of work, Perry
has published three books and is working on several more,
including one linked to the Skin+Soul film.
The beauty of the big fashion and advertising gigs is that
they allow him time for personal projects, like the iconic
Pony Kids images which, three decades later, still enthral and
attract new visitors to his published work and website.
“Back in the mid-1990s, a friend took me to Smithfield
horse fair and introduced me to the kids with ponies that
were later called the Pony Kids,” Perry explains.
“It was about different cultures coming together and
creating another world, Traveller kids with their horses
who had been moved to the edge of cities and were now
becoming engaged with settled kids, who wanted to ride the
horses and know a bit more about it. So it was the coming
together of two different cultures that created a new culture

and that was fascinating to document. I was interested
in preserving that. I think photographing is an act of
preservation.”
“You make images of things that you care about, that
intrigue you, that you are fascinated by,” says Perry.
“When I go into a shoot, I have an idea of how I want the
pictures to be, but I always hope for something more. I love
spontaneity. I love working with people who can give you
something more than you can direct them to give you, so I’m
very kind of open and free when I’m shooting.
“I’ve always been interested in the idea of beauty, and
what’s beautiful,” he acknowledges. “For me, that doesn’t
necessarily mean having a top model. I like to find people
that, to me, are beautiful and they’ve got depth to them,
so that when you look into their eyes, you feel there is
something behind there.”
A career behind the lens has produced some memorable
images in Ireland, from the locals cutting turf
on the
bogs
Audrey
Marnay
of Connemara to shoots in the big Anglo houses
withVogue
their
for Italian
faded grandeur. There were the Traveller children, like Paddy
and Liam Doran, who frequently pop up in his work, and
Winnie Maughan who starred in Perry’s first film, Pavee
Lackeen: The Traveller Girl (2005) which won several awards
around the world, including an IFTA for Best Film.
Perry says he has always been on the side of the socially
marginalised, something he inherited from his late mum,
journalist Moira Keenan, woman’s editor of The Times. His
striking fashion images have a habit of staying in people’s
memory, whether it’s Iris Palmer pictured at the Zoo de
Vincennes in Paris on Perry’s first job for Vogue Paris to
Cecilia Chancellor running through an Irish bog, her coat
billowing behind her, an image published by W.
“I think fashion photography is an art,” says Perry.
“Fashion pictures can be fascinating and they can reflect on
the times, look at the perception of beauty, attitudes towards
women, but you know, at the very end of the day, you’re
advertising fashion, but that doesn’t stop you from trying
to be creative and trying to make beautiful pictures, and
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‘We all have a different sense of beauty and
we don’t need to be dictated to by glossy
magazines as to what is beautiful.’

Helena Christensen in Connemara
for Elle magazine

Perry Ogden with his twin daughters, Grace and Isabella and,
in the centre, his granddaughter Nancy and Daisy the dog
arresting pictures.”
Ciara Nic Chormaic certainly found his work arresting.
Fascinated by Perry’s photography for many years, in 2016
she directed a television documentary series on the story of
Irish fashion entitled Snáithe (Thread), and got the chance to
interview him.
“One of the comments that Perry made in the series
resonated with me. He said, ‘We all have a different sense
of beauty and we don’t need to be dictated to by glossy
magazines as to what is beautiful.’ I really wanted to explore
the idea of beauty through his work and we spent many
hours in his studio discussing it.”
Funded by the Arts Council, Skin+Soul is Ciara’s first
foray into feature documentary as a director. The film was
produced by Sharon Whooley, director of photography was
Colm Hogan, sound was by John Brennan and the editor
was Mick Mahon. One of the stories it chronicles is Perry’s
invitation by Dr Barbara Dawson, director of the Hugh Lane
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The Pony Boy
by Perry Ogden

A still from documentary film Skin+Soul
Gallery, to document Francis Bacon’s studio at 7 Reece Mews
in South Kensington, before it was boxed up and moved to
Dublin.
“Back when I was at school, I wanted to interview and
photograph Francis Bacon for Lipstick,” Perry recalls. “I
wrote to his gallery but never heard anything back. If I had
known his address, I probably could have knocked on the
door and he might have let me in.”
Perry speaks with passion when I ask about the three days
he spent photographing Bacon’s studio.
“It was amazing. It had an incredible atmosphere. It was a
mess, chaotic, but there was incredible focus in that chaos,
and there was a method in it. It was amazing to stand there
in the same spot where he would have stood. He put in a
skylight facing west, which replicated the classic north light
artist’s studio. He only had two other rooms, a bedroom and
the kitchen cum bathroom. He could almost reach up from
the bath and turn the cooker on and off.”

Just as Bacon took advantage of the time of day, Perry
loves to work with natural light, outdoors or on location,
because there’s “more of a challenge, more opportunity for
spontaneity”.
In terms of studio environments, Perry maintains that it is
“much harder to get that sort of spontaneity and for things
to happen, that might happen if you are out on location in
a field in Mississippi or a house in New Orleans, where any
number of things can happen and you might see something
and bring it into the picture. I guess studio shoots are a bit
more constrained.”

having that kind of meeting, that confrontation.
“In a way, my ideal photograph is just somebody standing
there looking straight into the camera.”
“And it’s as simple as that.”

When it comes to portraiture, he says it can be a very
“fragile moment” for the sitter because the focus is on them,
all of his energy is going towards them and being only a few
feet away can be quite intimidating.
“Most of the time, it’s about making eye contact with the
person who is sitting and then looking down the lens and
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Iris Palmer for
French Vogue
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Sinead O Connor
pictured by Perry Ogden
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inspirations
The wild orgy of earthly and
fantasmal imagery in Hieronymus
Bosch’s triptych The Garden of
Earthly Delights (1490–1500) is a
feast of intrique and observation,
depicting basic instint and
consequence within human morals
and wanton desires and wonders.
In this work we are invited on a
sensational journey, spectacular
scenes and events to ponder
Don Quixote of La Mancha
The adventures of a noble (hidalgo)
from La Mancha named Alonso
Quixano, who reads so many
chivalric romances that he loses
his mind and decides to become a
knight-errant (caballero andante) to
revive chivalry and serve his nation,
under the name Don Quixote de la
Mancha. He recruits a simple farmer,
Sancho Panza, as his squire, who
often employs a unique, earthy wit in
dealing with Don Quixote’s rhetorical
monologues on knighthood, already
considered old-fashioned at the time.
Don Quixote, in the first part of the
book, does not see the world for what
it is and prefers to imagine that he is
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